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3 Read at least one more book review and answer the questions.
Easier text
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meet
interesting

same find out
fact

opinion
title

age
part

nobody (no one)
beginning

exciting
a long time ago

REMEMBER NEW WORDS

Workbook, page 51

5  a.  Read these sentences from the three book reviews. Which sentences are facts?  
Which are opinions? Do as many as you can.

  1. I liked the ending.

  2. The story is about five brothers and sisters.

  3. Edward is a prince and Tom is very poor.

  4. I think Mark Twain is a very good writer.

  5.  The three musketeers are friends.

  6.  I like the adventures.

 b. Find at least one more fact and opinion for one of the books you read about.

4  a. Complete the chart on page 51 of the Workbook for at least one of the books.

 b.  Work together and complete the chart.

What is the title of the book?
The title of the book is … .

 Post the name of a book that you recommend.  

Write why you like it.

Class 6B Book Reviews

Post It

Book Review by NoamTHE THREE MUSKETEERS 

 1.  Are the three musketeers friends in the beginning?

 2. What does Noam like in the book?

 3. What kind of movie is The Three Musketeers?

This adventure story happened a long time ago. It is about a poor 
boy called d’Artagnan. He goes to Paris, France to meet the three 
musketeers. The three musketeers are friends. They live ”all for 
one, and one for all ”! At the beginning of the book, d’Artagnan and 
the musketeers are enemies (אויבים / أعداء). There is a lot of fighting 

 in this book. This is my favorite kind of (לחימה / قتال)
story. I like the parts with the fighting and the 
adventures. I recommend this book. There is also a 
3D movie – it’s great!

This story happened in London a long time ago. It is about two 
boys, Edward and Tom. The boys are the same age but they are very 
different. Edward is a prince and Tom is very poor.
Edward lives in a palace with his parents, the king and queen. His 
parents love him, but Edward isn’t happy – he doesn’t have any 
friends. Tom’s life is very different. He lives in an old, dirty house.  
His father is cruel (אכזרי / قا ٍس), but Tom has lots of friends.
Edward and Tom meet at the beginning of the book. They see that they 
look the same. They have the same hair and eyes. The boys change places 
  because Edward wants to have friends and (מחליפים מקומות / يتبادالن األماكن)
Tom wants to live in the palace. In the beginning, nobody knows and they 
have lots of adventures in their new homes. Then their problems begin.
I think that Mark Twain is a very good writer. I enjoyed this book because 
the story is interesting and exciting. We learn how different people live. Do 
you want to find out what happens at the end of the story? You can read 
the book and find out! 

THE PRINCE AND THE PAU PER Book Review by Nur

1. Why does Edward want to live in Tom’s house?

2.  Why do you think it’s easy for the boys to change places?

3. Why does Nur like the book?

Let’s read a story together.
This book is about an adventure.
The book is interesting.

How do you say these sentences in your language?

TIP
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